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 there are a lot of job varieties some are fun 
some are boring and tiring some examples:

 Officer
 Chef
 Water slide tester
 Sales man
 Principal
 Teacher
 fisherman

Varieties



 I would say it’s a bad job cause you may get 
injured maybe get a night shift.

 An officer is a person who has a position 
of authority in a hierarchical organization.

 He has a right to use a gun
 Has a right to put a guy down if he feels in risk.

Officer



 WHERES THE LAMB SAUCE?????
 A chef is a highly trained and skilled professional cook who is 

proficient in all aspects of food preparation of a 
particular cuisine.

My opinion. A chef is a good job cause you can earn a nice salary.
The best part is your not paying for the food you make so you 
can spit in in it…no one will notice…if you know the basics of 
culinary you can win master chef.

Chef



 This is the best job in the world nothing to 
say…

 The job involves travelling around Europe, 
rating the slides at First Choice's SplashWorld
resorts, reporting back with your slide ratings 
and coming up with new ideas for their 
customers. You'll be asked to report your 
findings through social media channels.

Water slide tester



 It’s a really hard job you'll have to work long 
and hard. All day you'll be near your phone 
answering phone calls.

 sale is the exchange of 
a commodity or money as the price of 
a good or a service.

Sales man



 Being a principal is hard you have to deal with 
all of the schools problems always in stress.

 Many colleges of further 
education in England have a principal in 
charge of the schools problems.

Principal



 It’s a good job if you can educate students if not 
youll be sitting on a big pile of papers to put 
random grades on.

 A teacher is a person who helps others to 
acquire knowledge, competences or values.

 normally the role of teacher may be taken on by 
anyone when showing a colleague how to 
perform a specific task.          

Teacher



 I quite like fishing but some times its really bad 
like when it starts to rain or your in the middle 
of the lake for an eternity and you wont catch 
any thing…but its fun

 A fisherman or fisher is someone who 
captures fish and other animals from a body of 
water, or gathers shellfish.

 Worldwide, there are about 38 
million commercial and subsistence fishermen.

Fisherman



Thank you for your 
attention!
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